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ThecollisionalmagneticreorientationrateconstantgR ismeasuredformagneticallytrappedatomicdysprosium
(Dy), an atom with large magnetic dipole moments. Using buffer gas cooling with cold helium, large numbers
(>1011) of Dy are loaded into a magnetic trap and the buffer gas is subsequently removed. The decay of
the trapped sample is governed by collisional reorientation of the atomic magnetic moments. We ﬁnd gR =
1.9 ± 0.5 × 10−11 cm3 s−1 at 390 mK. We also measure the magnetic reorientation rate constant of holmium
(Ho), another highly magnetic atom, and ﬁnd gR = 5 ± 2 × 10−12 cm3 s−1 at 690 mK. The Zeeman relaxation
rates of these atoms are greater than expected for the magnetic dipole-dipole interaction, suggesting that another
mechanism, such as an anisotropic electrostatic interaction, is responsible. Comparison with estimated elastic
collision rates suggests that Dy is a poor candidate for evaporative cooling in a magnetic trap.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevA.83.012713 PACS number(s): 34.20.Cf, 37.10.De
I. INTRODUCTION
The rare-earth-metal atoms dysprosium and holmium have
some of the largest atomic magnetic dipole moments, with
µDy = 9.94 µB and µHo = 8.96 µB [1]. Because the dipole-
dipole interaction scales with the square of the dipole moment
µ, there ismuch interest in creating ultracold degenerate gases
of highly magnetic atoms. Strong magnetic dipole interactions
yield an array of new effects in degenerate gases, including
new phase transitions [2], modiﬁcations of the Bose-Einstein
condensate(BEC)excitationspectrum[3],andtrap-dependent
BEC stability [4,5]. The study of magnetic dipole interactions
in cold gases can also serve as a model for the behavior of
the electric dipole interaction of trapped polar molecules, a
new and increasingly promising area of ultracold degenerate
systems.Further,theelectronicspectrumofDyoffersopportu-
nitiesforprecisionmeasurements[6–9],quantumcomputation
[10], and a test of parity nonconservation [11].
The complex electronic structures of Dy and Ho that
lead to the large magnetic moments also make them more
difﬁcult to trap and cool than closed-shell or S-state atoms,
which are the most commonly studied degenerate gases. The
isotropic electrostatic structure of closed-shell atoms ensures
that spherically symmetric interactions dominate collision
processes. For atoms whose outermost electronic shell has
nonzero orbital angular momentum, or open-shell atoms, the
electrostatic anisotropic interaction can play the determining
role in trap loss and limit the efﬁciency of evaporative
cooling. For instance, experiments with metastable Sr [12,13]
and Yb [14] and theoretical studies with O [15] show that
these atoms undergo magnetic moment reorientation in nearly
every collision due to electron anisotropy. Consequently,
collision processes in cold gases with anisotropic electrostatic
interactions present a new challenge to theory and a new area
of exploration for experiment [16]. Both Dy and Ho have a
highly anisotropic unﬁlled 4f10 shell.
Recent experiments in trapping large numbers of Dy and
Hoatomsusing 3Hebuffergascooling[17]havedemonstrated
that in collisions with He, Dy exhibits suppressed anisotropy,
leading to a large (>105) ratio of elastic to inelastic collisions
and allowing efﬁcient cooling with a He buffer gas. Theory
suggests [18,19] that this suppression is due to the ﬁlled 5s
and 6s shells which extend to a larger radius than the more
tightly bound unﬁlled 4f shell. The interplay of the short-
range anisotropic electrostatic interaction and the magnetic
dipole-dipole interaction may offer novel ultracold collisional
physics. The study of these interactions in the sub-Kelvin
regime is important for cooling of a broader range of atoms to
ultracold temperatures.
Using buffer gas cooling with 3He, we have magnetically
trapped large numbers (>1011) of Dy atoms at temperatures
around 400 mK and measured the rate of magnetic relaxation
in collisions between two Dy atoms. After removing the
buffer gas, we monitor the trap population by measuring the
optical density using atomic absorption spectroscopy. From
thisevolutionwemeasuretherateoftrapdecayduetoinelastic
two-bodycollisionsandextrapolatethemagneticreorientation
rate constant. We perform a similar measurement for trapped
Ho atoms at 700 mK. We observe inelastic magnetic moment
reorientation rates for both Ho and Dy that are at least an
order of magnitude larger than expected due to the magnetic
dipole-dipole interaction. Comparison of these rates to other
buffer gas cooled atoms [20–22] suggest that anisotropic
electrostatic interactions dominate the inelastic collision cross
section for these open-shell atoms.
II. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS
The measurements were conducted in a buffer gas cooling
apparatus. The essentials of the experimental apparatus are
depicted in Fig. 1 and described in more detail elsewhere
[23]. The apparatus consists of a G10 Garolite composite cell
within the bore of a superconducting anti-Helmholtz magnet.
The magnet forms a linear quadrupole trap with the trapping
volume deﬁned by the magnetic ﬁeld at the cell walls, which
canbeaslargeas4T.Majoranatraplossesarenegligibleinour
experiment at the temperatures and trap depths used. The cell
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FIG. 1. (Color online) Experimental cell.
isthermallyanchoredviaaﬂexiblecopperheatlinktothecold
plate of a dilution refrigerator at 30 mK. A heater is used to
control the cell temperature between 100 mK and 1 K. Copper
wires running the length of the cell provide thermal contact
betweenthecelltopandbottom.Thelowerchamberofthecell
formsthetrappingchamber,intowhich 3Heisintroducedviaa
ﬁllline.Theupperchamberholdsacharcoalabsorptionpump.
The two chambers are separated by a cryogenic, nonmagnetic
valve that is opened in 40 ms via an external cable.
A probe laser of diameter 5 ± 1 mm is tuned to resonance
with the trapped ground-state atoms. It passes through the
center of the atom cloud via a sapphire window at the cell
bottom. The laser is retroreﬂected from a mirror suspended
at the top of the trapping chamber. The reﬂected light beam,
whichhaspassedthroughthetrappedatomstwice,iscompared
to a reference beam, resulting in a measurement of atomic
optical density. The probe beam power (∼1 µW) is far below
the saturation of the transition and is shuttered unless the trap
populationisbeingmeasuredinordertominimizeitsinﬂuence
ontraplifetime.TheprobelaserisscannedacrosstheDy 5I8→
5(8,1)7 transition at 404.71 nm. (The numbers in parentheses
indicate the angular quantum numbers of the excited state in
the J-J coupling scheme.) We interrogate the Ho 4I15/2→
4(15/2,1)17/2 transition at 410.5 nm [1]. Optical density of the
atom cloud is measured at each point in the spectrum.
Initially, the trapping region is ﬁlled with 3He atoms at a
density of ∼1016 cm−3 and a temperature chosen between 250
and 600 mK. With the trap on, Dy is ablated using a 10-ns
pulse from a 532-nm Nd:YAG laser. The gas of hot atoms
liberated by the ablation pulse is translationally thermalized to
the buffer gas temperature after ∼100 elastic collisions with
the buffer gas. After waiting 200 ms for the atoms to diffuse
into the center of the magnetic trap, the buffer gas is removed
by opening the cryogenic valve, reducing the 3He density to
<1010 cm−3 in ∼100 ms. The majority of the atoms (>80%)
remain trapped. At this point, the atom population is measured
as a function of time to determine the atomic inelastic
collision rate.
III. RESULTS
We extract physical parameters of the atom cloud, such
as atom number, temperature, and state distribution, by
ﬁtting the observed atomic optical density spectrum to a
simulation [21,24] of the optical absorption of the trapped
atoms. To accurately simulate the spectrum, we specify all the
relatedspectroscopicparametersforthetransition:theisotopic
distributionandfrequencyshifts,Land´ eg factors,andground-
and excited-state quantum numbers and hyperﬁne constants.
The parameters used are summarized in Table I. Most of these
constants are found in the literature [1,27]. However, the Dy
5(8,1)7 stateisotopeshiftsandhyperﬁneconstantscouldnotbe
located. Instead, these constants were approximated by ﬁtting
therelativeheightsandlocationsofthecommonisotopepeaks
in Dy spectra taken at zero magnetic ﬁeld; see Fig. 2.
At low He densities, the evolution of the number Na of
atoms in the mJ = J stretched state can be described by [28]
˙ Na =− gbnbNa − (faga + gR)N2
a

8V, (1)
where nb is the residual density of 3He in the cell, and gbnb
is the loss rate due to atom-3He collisions. ga is the rate
coefﬁcient for elastic atom-atom collisions, and gR is the
rate coefﬁcient for magnetic moment reorienting atom-atom
collisions. V is the effective volume of the trap; the factor
of 1/8i nE q .( 1) arises from averaging the square of the
local atom density over the linear quadrupole trap. fa is
the constant of proportionality between the rate of elastic
atom-atom collisions and the rate of evaporation over the
trap edge. For atoms at temperature Ta and trap depth Utrap,
fa ∼ e−Utrap/kBTa.
I ft h eﬁ r s tt e r mi nE q .( 1) dominates, the trap population
decays exponentially and is referred to as “one-body” loss;
the rate is proportional to Na. However, if the second term
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FIG. 2. (Coloronline)ExampleofaDyspectrumatzeromagnetic
ﬁeld. There are ﬁve isotopes of Dy with occupation greater than 2%.
From the spacings of the isotope peaks for 163Dy and 161Dy at zero
ﬁeld,weestimatethehyperﬁneconstants(A,B)forthe 5(8,1)7 excited
state (see Table I).
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TABLE I. Spectroscopic parameters used in this work. For parameters not available in the literature, we estimated the values by ﬁtting the
isotope peak heights and locations in spectra taken at zero magnetic ﬁeld.
Land´ e gJ
a Shiftb Ground hyperﬁnec Excited hyperﬁned
Atom Terma Ground Excited Iso. Abund.a Ia (MHz) A (MHz) B (MHz) A (MHz) B (MHz)
Dy 5I8 →5(8,1)7 1.24 1.26 164 0.282 0 0
163 0.249 5/2 130 162 1152 190 ± 10 1000 ± 200
162 0.255 0 370
161 0.189 5/2 510 −116 1091 −140 ± 10 1700 ± 200
160 0.0234 0 810
Ho 4I15/2→
4(15/2,1)17/2 1.20 1.18 165 1.07 /2 800.583 −1688 653 ± 2 −500 ± 200
aFrom [1], except the excited gJ, which is calculated from the J-J coupling quantum numbers.
bEstimated from 0-ﬁeld ﬁt.
cFrom [25,26].
dDy values estimated from 0-ﬁeld ﬁt, Ho values from [27].
dominates, the atom number decay obeys the “two-body”
equation
Na(t) =
N0
N0gt/8V + 1
, (2)
with
g = fa(Utrap,Ta)ga + gR. (3)
For this measurement, we performed experiments at different
values of Utrap but constant Ta in order to test the ﬁrst term
of Eq. (3). We found that g does not vary systematically as a
function of Utrap, suggesting that fa is small in our trap and
losses due to evaporation over the trap edge are negligible.
Therefore, in the following analysis we assume g = gR.
Figure 3 shows a typical spectrum of Dy atoms in thermal
equilibrium in a 1.9 T trap, 2 s after buffer gas removal.
The spectral ﬁt yields N = 1.2 × 1011 and T = 390 mK.
This corresponds to a ratio of Utrap to kBTa of 12.5 and
an atom cloud approximately 6 mm in diameter, exploring
an average ﬁeld of 0.2 T. Atoms with mJ  3 will not be
trapped. Atoms with mJ > 4 remain weakly trapped and will
contribute to the spectra. However, we observe a J → J − 1
transition.Therefore,theDystretchedstatemJ = 8population
can only undergo  mJ =− 1 optical transitions. Trapped
FIG. 3. (Color online) Measured spectrum of Dy in a 1.9 T deep
magnetic trap, 2 s after ablation. The line shows a ﬁt to the spectrum,
yieldingN = 1.2 × 1011 andT = 390mK.Bycomparingtheoptical
density of the  mJ =− 1 peak to that of the  mJ = 0 peak, we
measure a stretched mJ = 8 population of 80%.
atoms in lower mJ levels contribute to the  mJ = 0 transition
signal. This allows us to estimate the fraction of Dy atoms
in the stretched state by comparing the optical absorption in
 mJ =− 1transitionstothatin mJ = 0transitions.Weﬁnd
that after 2 s, more than 80% of the Dy are in the mJ = 8 state
and the atoms remain similarly distributed for the lifetime of
the trap. This suggests that a fast mechanism, such as spin
exchange, is working to purify the population of the trap into
the stretched state.
Spin exchange is forbidden in stretched state atom colli-
sions[29].Two-bodydecayofthispopulationthereforeresults
from inelastic processes which couple the magnetic moment
to a nonspin angular degree of freedom (e.g., collisional or
electronic angular momentum). Because our trapped popula-
tion is mostly stretched state atoms, we assign the measured
atom loss to inelastic magnetic moment reorienting collisions.
Thermal excitations of atoms in nonstretched states may lead
to a small underestimate (<10%) of the inelastic rate.
To conﬁrm that the decay is due to a two-body process,
we plot the inverse of the Dy atom number as a function
of time in Fig. 4. In this plot, two-body decay appears
as a straight line with slope gR/8 while one-body decay
would appear as a positive exponential. We ﬁt to a one-
body, two-body, and combined decay proﬁles. We ﬁnd that
a two-body ﬁt with no one-body component results in the
smallest reduced χ2. This conﬁrms that the He buffer gas
has been successfully removed and we are measuring losses
due only to ground-state atom-atom interactions. We measure
the rate of lifetime-limiting inelastic Dy-Dy collisions to
be gR = 1.9 ± 0.5 × 10−11 cm3 s−1 at 390 ± 30 mK. This
corresponds to an inelastic cross section of 1.9 × 10−14 cm2.
We also measured the rate of two-body trap loss of
cold atomic holmium-holmium collisions in our apparatus;
the evolution of the Ho trap population is also shown in
Fig. 4. We derive the collision rate using the spectroscopic
parameters in Table I and the same procedure as described
for Dy. We ﬁnd that the magnetic reorientation rate for Ho is
gR = 5 ± 2 × 10−12 cm3 s−1 at 690 ± 50 mK and an inelastic
cross section of 1.2 × 10−13 cm2. We ﬁnd the Ho decay is best
ﬁtbythetwo-bodydecaymodel,indicatingsuccessfulremoval
of the buffer gas. However, the error on this measurement
is larger than in the Dy experiment due to smaller numbers
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FIG. 4. (Color online) Reciprocal of atom number density evolu-
tion of trapped Dy and Ho atoms. Each point is the result of ﬁtting
temperature and atom number of the atomic spectrum at each time
(e.g., Fig. 3). Temperature is 390 ± 30 mK and 690 ± 50 mK for Dy
and Ho, respectively, for the lifetime of the trap. Plotted as V/N a vs
time, linear two-body decay is easily distinguished from exponential
one-body decay. gR is derived from the slope of the two-body ﬁt.
of trapped atoms and the overlap of spectral features of the
hyperﬁne states. Uncertainty of the state distribution makes
it difﬁcult to quantify the effect of thermal excitations on this
system;theactualHo-Hoinelasticcollisionratecouldbetwice
as large as the loss rate we measure [30].
IV. DISCUSSION
Elastic collisions. In order to achieve efﬁcient evaporative
cooling, it is necessary to have multiple elastic collisions for
every inelastic collision that leads to trap loss. A reasonable
estimate for the Dy-Dy elastic collision cross section at sub-
Kelvin temperatures can be obtained by taking half of the
unitarity limit [31]:
σel ≈
¯ h2π
mE

 
(2  + 1). (4)
At 390 mK, we can expect multiple partial waves (  up
to 30) to contribute to elastic scattering and σel ≈ 4.5 ×
10−13 cm2, with larger values possible if shape resonances
are present. This estimate implies that Dy should undergo
only 20 thermalizing elastic collisions for every inelastic loss,
making evaporative cooling rather inefﬁcient. This conclusion
is supported by the prohibitively large loss of trapped atoms
observed when we attempt to evaporatively cool the sample.
Inelastic collisions. Different physical mechanisms are
responsiblefortwo-bodyinelasticcollisionprocessesbetween
magneticallytrappedatomsinthestretchedstate;themagnetic
dipole interaction and electrostatic interactions of the valence
shells may be expected toplay a signiﬁcant rolein this system.
The following discussion will show that the magnetic dipole
interaction, though very strong between highly magnetic
atoms, does not explain the rapid collisional reorientation rate
we measure.
The magnetic dipole interaction has been well studied in
alkali-metal gases. The Hamiltonian for a collision of two
dipolar atoms can be written as
H(  r) =
µ0µ2
Bg2
J
4πr3 [  J1 ·   J2 − 3(  J1 · ˆ r)(  J2 · ˆ r)] + V(  r), (5)
where µ0 is the magnetic constant,   r is the vector of
internuclear separation, and all other interatomic interactions
are included in V(  r).
UsingtheBornapproximation,thedipolarrelaxationrateof
spin-polarized atoms due to dipolar interactions can be shown
to scale according to [32]
gdip ∝ J3g4
J, (6)
where J is the total angular momentum quantum number, and
gJ istheLand´ eg factor.Whiletheactualcrosssectiondepends
ontheexactformofV(  r),anestimateofthedipolarrelaxation
rate is made by scaling measurements from other atomic
systems using Eq. (6). We estimate the expected Dy relaxation
ratesfrommeasurementsofinelasticratesforatomswhosere-
orientationisdominatedbymagneticdipolarrelaxation.Using
data from trapped Cr at 200 mK [20] and Eu at 160 mK [21]
we compare our measured rate constant of gR = 1.9 ± 0.5 ×
10−11 cm3 s−1 to the expected gDy = 3.2 × 10−13 and 1.1 ×
10−12 cm3 s−1 scaled for temperature and magnetic moment
fromEuandCr,respectively.OurmeasuredZeemanrelaxation
rate is one to two orders of magnitude larger than these
estimated magnetic dipolar relaxation rates, suggesting that
dipolar relaxation is not solely responsible for this fast decay.
We also ﬁnd that the rates for Ho and Dy are signiﬁcantly
smaller than rates in similarly trapped Er and Tm, 3.0 ×
10−10 and 1.1 × 10−10 cm3 s−1, respectively [22], which have
smaller magnetic dipoles. This observation further suggests
that magnetic dipole-dipole interactions are not the dominate
mechanism for Zeeman relaxation in collisions between rare-
earth-metal atoms. The interaction of anisotropic electrostatic
potentials could be responsible for the large rate of Zeeman
relaxation and short trap lifetime. However, theory is needed
to conﬁrm this.
Recently, a magneto-optical trap of 5 × 108 Dy atoms at
temperatures around 500 µK was reported in the literature
[33]. The inelastic two-body loss rate of 164Dy was measured
to be 2.1 × 10−10 cm3 s−1. Comparison with our measurement
at higher temperatures suggests a temperature dependence
of the total inelastic scattering cross section as E → 0[ 34].
Furtherexperimentswillbenecessarytofullyunderstandthese
collisional processes in complex atoms.
V. CONCLUSION
Ourdeterminationoftheinelasticcrosssectionandestimate
of the elastic cross section indicates that evaporative cooling
of Dy in a magnetic trap will be very inefﬁcient. Despite
this limitation, we were able to adiabatically cool >109 Dy
atoms to 50 mK in our buffer gas apparatus by rapidly
changing the magnetic gradient. If cooling to a few mK
can be accomplished, it may be possible to load a far
off-resonant dipole trap (FORT) [35] using additional laser
cooling. However, care must be taken to deal with scattering
into dark states. A 5 mK deep dipole trap for Dy could be
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constructed using 200 mW of 420-nm light (available from a
doubled Ti:Al2O3 laser), detuned two THz from the  J = 1
transition and focused to a 30-µm waist, having an absorption
rate of 400 s−1. Once in an optical trap, efﬁcient cooling could
be achieved using evaporative or demagnetization cooling
[36]. The large calculated inelastic cross section for Ho would
make evaporative cooling of magnetically trapped Ho even
moredifﬁcult;wewereunabletoachieveanyadiabaticcooling
of this atom.
Dy and Ho are promising atoms for studying the effects
and role of large magnetic dipole interactions. However,
we ﬁnd that the large inelastic collision rate, possibly due
to anisotropic electrostatic interactions, is prohibitive to
using evaporative cooling techniques on magnetically trapped
atoms in the low-ﬁeld-seeking state. Other trapping and
cooling schemes will be necessary to reach the degenerate
regime.
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